ADVENTURE

Giddy
Discover the wildlife
wonders of the Addo
Elephant National
Park on horseback

UP

BY NICK DALL

ost people visit
Addo to marvel
at its world-famous
elephants, but my
recent visit was inspired by something far more
obscure – but no less magical. Reading an account
of Thomas Pringle’s attempt to cross the Zuurberg

Mountains on horseback in 1821 inspired me
to follow in the intrepid missionary’s footsteps.
Who wouldn’t want to witness the ‘billowy
chaos of naked mountains, rocks, precipices,
and yawning abysses, that looked as if hurled
together by some prodigious convulsion of
nature’ for themselves?

KNOW THIS
Addo Elephant National
Park was proclaimed
in 1931 to protect the
last 11 surviving Addo
elephants. The park
is now home to
more than 600 of
the gentle giants.
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Ask the expert

‘You wouldn’t snap a selfie while
you’re driving and you shouldn’t
take photos while your horse is
moving. Your guide will gladly
stop for photos – even if you ask
a hundred times.’
– Thembalani Keye, SANParks Field Guide

IN THE SADDLE

Barely a month after reading Pringle’s account, I am
struggling to clamber on to the saddle of a docile, chestnutcoloured horse that goes by the name of Gypsy. Fortunately
my guide, Thembalani Keye, has the patience of a saint.
‘You don’t climb on to a horse,’ he laughs, ‘You mount it,
in one swift movement. Like this.’
Not for the first time today, I feel distinctly out of my
depth. I have just spent more than two hours navigating
less than 17 km of the treacherous Zuurberg Pass in my
rental car. The sump scraped continually against the
quartzite ridges that dissect the road and, at one very
hairy moment, I needed four attempts to make it over
a poorly maintained cattle grid. Over the duration of the
journey, I passed only one other car, while Pringle’s
‘tumultuously uptorn eternal hills’ loomed in the Sunday
morning drizzle.

Once I’m finally in the saddle, I am instantly struck by
how high up I am and I can’t quite decide whether this
is a good or a bad thing. We take a narrow path through
thick, looming brush. I haven’t ridden a horse since a school
outing in Standard 6 (technically that was a pony, anyway)
and I’m pretty nervous at first. Fortunately, Gypsy follows
Thembalani like a shadow. After a while, we come across
a herd of red hartebeest munching on pink ericas (fynbos)
and I feel for a moment like I’m back home in Cape Town.
Then we round a bend and I am reminded that I am
most definitely in the Eastern Cape. A vast panorama of
the fecund Sundays River Valley is laid out in front of us
and I can just make out Port Elizabeth and the oil rigs on
the bay in the distance. A great view in anyone’s book,
but made extra special by the fact that I am enjoying it
from the raised vantage point of a grunting horse. A little
while later, we stop to admire a stand of cycads, which

Thembalani explains were planted here only
recently, after being confiscated from a farmer
who was trying to sell them on the black market.
A big cycad can fetch thousands of rands, and
for some the temptation is simply too strong.
‘Do you know the Afrikaans word for cycad?’
he asks.’ I shrug my shoulders.
‘They call it the broodboom,’ he enunciates
clearly. ‘Because many years ago, my ancestors
used to make bread from the pith you get inside
of them.’
‘You’d get in trouble if you tried that these
days,’ I laugh.
We make our way into a steep ravine and, as
Gypsy nimbly negotiates the scree-strewn path,
I take a moment to ponder what it would have
been like to traverse this same valley in 1821,
with no idea where you will lay your head at
night and the ever-present threat of elephants
and buffalo lurking in the darkness. And then,
all too soon, I spy the stables above us and realise
that my excursion has almost come to an end.

CLOCKWISE FROM
TOP LEFT
Elephants flock to water
in the late afternoon
heat; an adult male
red hartebeest weighs
about 150 kg; what not
to do! Avoid selfies and
rather hold your reins
with both hands; being
on horseback allows
you to appreciate the
little things, like the
abundance of wonderful
flora in Addo
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LEFT
At the end of a long
day, you’ll need a
square meal
BELOW
The campsite in Addo
bathed in the red glow
of dusk

YOU CAN

do it too

NEED TO KNOW
The Zuurberg section of the park is
about 15 km (30 minute drive) from
the main camp.

No children under 10 are allowed
and no adults over 90 kg. A moderate
level of experience is required for the
longer rides.
Helmets are provided but you
should wear sturdy, closed shoes.
Every rider has to sign an
indemnity form.
If you want to ride in an area
which is home to the big five, then you
should sign up for one of the two-hour
rides in the main section of the park
(from R470, no under-16s). The terrain
isn’t nearly as spectacular, though.
Park reception: 042 233 8600. For
more info: sanparks.org/parks/addo
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THE SCENT OF HOME

Now that she can smell home, Gypsy moves
a bit faster and I can feel the wind in my
hair as we trot up the rocky slope. At one
point we pass some hikers who’ve stopped
at the side of the path for a much-needed
water break. They attempt a smile, but
the obvious jealousy is written all over
their faces.
Later that evening, once I’ve pitched my
tent in the gorgeous campsite at Addo’s

main rest camp and lit my braai fire,
I crack open a beer and watch the sun set
over the mountains. Right there and then,
I make a promise to myself: one day – once
I’ve learned to ride a horse properly – I will
return to Addo to tackle the two-day horse
trail to the Narina Bush Camp, deep in the
Zuurberg Mountains.
I’ll be sure to ask for Thembalani to be
my guide, and hopefully put on a better
show of mounting my horse.

P H OT O G R A P H Y : G A L L O / G E T T Y I M A G E S / T H I N K S T O C K , C O U R T E S Y I M A G E S

One-, three- and five-hour trails are
on offer and prices range from R230
to R330. The two-day Narina Bush
Camp trail costs R1 180 per person,
excluding accommodation costs.

